Abstract. The document is a collection of written or printed data containing information. The more rapid advancement of technology, the integrity of a document should be kept. Because of the nature of an open document means the document contents can be read and modified by many parties so that the integrity of the information as a content of the document is not preserved. To maintain the integrity of the data, it needs to create a mechanism which is called a digital signature. A digital signature is a specific code which is generated from the function of producing a digital signature. One of the algorithms that used to create the digital signature is a hash function. There are many hash functions. Two of them are message digest 5 (MD5) and SHA256. Those both algorithms certainly have its advantages and disadvantages of each. The purpose of this research is to determine the algorithm which is better. The parameters which used to compare that two algorithms are the running time and complexity. The research results obtained from the complexity of the Algorithms MD5 and SHA256 is the same, i.e., Ɵ (N), but regarding the speed is obtained that MD5 is better compared to SHA256.
1.
Introduction Cryptography is the science and art which aims to maintain the security of the message [9] . The primary objectives of cryptography are authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation. The process of disguising the substance of a message called encryption. The result of encryption process is a cipher text. While the methods used to restore the cipher text to plain text is called decryption. There are three kinds of cryptographic function: hash function, private key functions, and public key functions [4] .
One way hashing is the topic of cryptography [2] . One way hash function is an algorithm which takes a message of variable length as input and produces a fixed length string as output referred as hash code or merely hash of the input message [1] . A robust one-way hash function is usually expected to satisfy some requirements, namely collision resistance, preimage resistance, second preimage resistance [3] . There are a lot of hash function. Two of them are MD5 and SHA256.
The MD5 algorithm takes as input a message of arbitrary length and produces as output a 128-bit message digest of the input. The authentication algorithm computes a digest of the entire data of the secret message, used for authentication [6] . MD5 consists of 64 operations, grouped into four rounds of 16 operations [10] . The MD5 algorithm is designed to be quite fast on 32-bit machines. This algorithm found by Professor Ronald L. Rivest [2] .
The SHA256 algorithm is a cryptography hash function and used in digital certificate as well as in data integrity. SHA256 is developed by N.I.S.T [5] . The SHA256 algorithm takes as input a message of arbitrary length that smaller than 2 64 bits and produces as output a 256-bit message digest of the input [7] . 
Method

MD5 Algorithm
Step 1: Append padded bits The message is filled so that its length is congruent to 448, modulo 512. This padding is single 1 bit added to the end of the message, followed by as many zeros are required so that the length of bits equals 448 modulo 512.
Step 2: Append length A 64-bit representation of the message's length is appended to the result. This stage to make the message length an exact multiple of 512 bits in length.
Step 3: Divide the message MD5 processes the input string in 512-bit blocks, divided into 16 32-bit sub-blocks. The output of the algorithm is set of four 32-bit blocks, which concatenate to form single 128-bit hash value.
Step 4 : Initialize MD Buffer Four 32-bit variable are initialized:
These are called chaining variables.
Step 5 There are four nonlinear functions:
Step 6: Output The message digest produced as output is A, B, C, D. That is, output begins with loworder byte of A, and end with the high-order byte of D.
SHA256 Algorithm
Step 2: Append length A 64-bit representation of the message's length is appended to the result. This step to make the message length an exact multiple of 512 bits in length.
Step 3: Parsing the message The padded message is parsed into N 512-bit message blocks, M
, M (2) ,…, M
, by appending 64-bit block.
Step 4: Initialize Hash Value
The initial hash value, H (0) is set, consist of eight 32-bit words, in a hexadecimal form.
Step 5: Prepare the message schedule SHA256 uses a message schedule of sixty-four 32-bit words.The words of the message schedule are labeled W0, W1,…, W63. [8] Where:
Step
6: Initialize the eight working variables, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h, with the(i-1)st hash value
For t=0 to 63:
Step 7 : Output After repeating steps one through four a total of N times, the resulting hash function is 
Results and Discussions
The experiments were performed on Windows 10 Pro with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2430M CPU @ 2,40GHz (4CPUs),~2.4 GHz architecture, and 8.00 GB RAM. The development environment used for coding C# scripts is Visual Studio 2015. Each Algorithm was tested to three sample documents that are looped seven times. The results of the experiments of each set are presented in as follows. 
MD5 Algorithm
Conclusions
In conclusion, we know that complexity of the MD5 algorithm and SHA256 is equal and the value is Ɵ(N), but the running time of MD5 is faster than SHA256. 
